HP Urban Courier Bag Espresso Series

Featuring a sleek, cosmopolitan design, the HP Urban Courier Bag combines style with ultimate notebook protection for your notebook.

- **Distinction that's in the details**
  Want to stand out from the black computer case crowd? The HP Espresso Notebook Sleeve is understated enough to take anywhere, with a subtle, yet distinctive imprint pattern of concentric circles to reflect your personal style.

- **Convenient access**
  The quick grab pocket puts things instantly in your reach.

- **HP reliability**
  Tested by HP to ensure reliability and security to protect your investment.

- **Easy to carry**
  Carry comfortably with the attached shoulder strap that adjusts on the sides not on the strap that rests on your shoulder.

- **Compatibility**
  The HP Urban Courier Bag holds notebook PCs with displays up to 16 inches.

**Compatibility**
- Fits Notebooks up to 16"

**Dimensions**
- Out of package: 317.5 x 420 x 102 mm
- Packed: 317.5 x 420 x 102 mm

**Weight**
- Out of package: 0.626 kg
- Packed: 0.800 kg

**Warranty**
- 1 year limited warranty

**Additional information**
- P/N: NR722AA#ABB
- UPC/EAN code: 884420884422

**What’s in the box**
- Bag
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